Metamorphic Testing is a software testing paradigm which aims at using necessary properties of a systemunder-test, called metamorphic relations, to either check its expected outputs, or to generate new test cases. Metamorphic Testing has been successful to test programs for which a full oracle is not available or to test programs for which there are uncertainties on expected outputs such as learning systems. In this article, we propose Adaptive Metamorphic Testing as a generalization of a simple yet powerful reinforcement learning technique, namely contextual bandits, to select one of the multiple metamorphic relations available for a program. By using contextual bandits, Adaptive Metamorphic Testing learns which metamorphic relations are likely to transform a source test case, such that it has higher chance to discover faults. We present experimental results over two major case studies in machine learning, namely image classification and object detection, and identify weaknesses and robustness boundaries. Adaptive Metamorphic Testing efficiently identifies weaknesses of the tested systems in context of the source test case.
Introduction
Metamorphic Testing (MT) is a software testing paradigm which aims at using necessary properties of a software-under-test to either check its expected outputs or to generate new test cases [1, 2] . More precisely, MT tackles the so-called oracle problem which occurs whenever predicting the expected outputs of a system-under-test is just too difficult or even impossible. Typical examples include machine learning models used for classification tasks, for which only stochastic behaviors can be specified [3] . Indeed, these models are often initially trained with existing datasets and then exploited to classify new data samples. However, the expected class of any new data sample is unknown and thus, these samples cannot be used for testing the trained models. Fortunately, transformations over the data samples which do not change their (unknown) class, are usually available. By applying these transformations, called Metamorphic Relations (MRs) in MT, it becomes possible to effectively test trained machine learning models [4, 5, 6] .
MT has been very successful to address testing issues in various application domains, e.g., driverless cars [7] , search engines [8] , or bioinformatics [9] just to name a few (see Section 2.3 for more references). However, generally speaking, applying MT in practice requires to address two issues: the MR identification and the MR selection problems [2] . The former occurs when trying to identify MRs for a specific system-under-test, i.e., to formalize input transformation properties which lead to a known transformation of the outputs. Finding such relations may be difficult when there is no obvious symmetries in the input data, or obvious system invariant, or else when the functional behaviors of the system-under-test is unknown. The second occurs when several MRs have been identified, but determining which ones are best suited to discover faults in the system-under-test is hard. It is important to select appropriate MRs for testing the system to avoid redundancies in test cases and thus to avoid slack in the test execution process. This problem is especially critical when testing is part of a continuous integration process where there is usually a limit on the time allocated for testing in an integration cycle. This paper addresses exclusively the latter problem, i.e., MRs selection, by formulating the effective selection of MRs as a reinforcement learning problem, based on contextual bandits. Our method, called Adaptive Metamorphic Testing (AMT), defines a test transformation bandit which sequentially selects a MR that is expected to provide the highest payoff, i.e., that is most likely to reveal faults. Which MRs are likely to reveal faults is learned from successive exploration trials. The bandit explores the different available MRs and evaluates the fault landscape of the system-under-test, thereby providing valuable information to the tester.
Learning the selection of MRs can be useful when testing under resource-constraints, for example in cases where the system-under-test changes are frequently integrated and tested, but also for infrequent testing when the number of MRs is large or their checking is costly. We also discuss a second application, which is to identify robust boundaries of the MR parameters. Robust boundaries describe related scenarios but focus on a single MR, that can be controlled via parameters. The interest is to find parameters, that produce fault-revealing test cases with minimal changes only.
In this paper, we evaluate Adaptive Metamorphic Testing on two case study applications for image analysis, namely, image classification and object detection. As implementations of these case studies, we test freely available and pre-trained deep learning systems, that can be used as black-box components in other software systems. For each system, we explore both the general fault-revealing capabilities of metamorphic relations as well as robustness boundaries discovery.
The main contributions of this paper are three-fold. First, we introduce Adaptive Metamorphic Testing as a general adaptive selection method for metamorphic relations and test transformations. The method is based on reinforcement learning with contextual bandits and learns to identify those relations which are likely to reveal faults in the system-under-test. This method is useful in a context where a source test case can be modified by several different metamorphic relations and the system is to be repeatedly tested. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that reinforcement learning is applied to select MRs and embedded into a general methodology for MT.
Second, we provide an implementation of Adaptive Metamorphic Testing in a tool called Tetraband, dedicated to testing machine learning models for image analysis. Our tool facilitates metamorphic relations based on image augmentation functions and provides dedicated environments for adaptive metamorphic testing, that can be integrated with other implementations.
Third, we explore the benefits of Tetraband on two case studies coming from image analysis, namely image classification and object recognition. Both of these case studies are relevant subsystems in a wide number of applications, such as autonomous cars, robot navigation, or industrial automation [10, 11] . For these applications, high-quality standards are essential and rigorous testing is a requirement. Our experiments show that Tetraband is highly beneficial to optimize the testing process towards fault-revealing MRs.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We review the background on metamorphic testing and contextual bandits and related work in the area in Section 2. Section 3 introduces Adaptive Metamorphic Testing and its components. We discuss general application scenarios in Section 4 before introducing the experimental setup, consisting of our implementation of AMT, Tetraband, and the two case studies in Section 5. The results are presented in Section 6 and Section 7 finally concludes the paper.
Background

Metamorphic Testing
Metamorphic Testing (MT) aims at using necessary properties of a software-under-test to either check its expected outputs or to generate new test cases [1, 2] . Central to MT is the concept of Metamorphic Relations (MRs), which are high-level observable properties that must hold over inputs and outputs of the system-under-test. Based on the formalization by Chen et al. [2] , but adjusted for the context of our work, we define a MR as follows:
Definition 1 (Metamorphic Relation (MR)). Let f be a target function or algorithm. A metamorphic relation (MR) is a necessary property over a sequence of multiple inputs x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n (n ≥ 2) and their corresponding outputs f (x 1 ), f (x 2 ), . . . , f (x n ) . It can be expressed as a relation R ⊆ X n × Y n , with ⊆ being the subset relation, and X n and Y n being the Cartesian products of n input and output spaces.
Definition 2 (Transformation from Source Test Cases to Follow-up Test Cases
). The sequence of inputs and their corresponding outputs defines the set of source test cases. For each source test case S(x) ∈ R, a follow-up test case F is derived by applying a possibly non-deterministic transformation function T to the input of the source test case x: F(x) = f (T (x)). The transformation function T is constructed such that the follow-up test case F fulfills the necessary property of R.
Definition 3 (Metamorphic Testing (MT)). Let P be an implementation of a target algorithm f . For an MR R, suppose that we have R(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , f (x 1 ), f (x 2 ), f (x 3 )). Metamorphic testing (MT) based on this MR for P involves the following steps:
Given a sequence of source test cases x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k , execute them to obtain their respective outputs P (x 1 ), P (x 2 ), . . . , P (x k ) . Construct and execute a sequence of follow-up test cases x k+1 , x k+2 , . . . , x n according to R and obtain their respective outputs P (x k+1 ), P (x k+2 ), . . . , P (x n ) . 3. Examine the results with reference to R . If R is not satisfied, then this MR has revealed that P is faulty.
For the remainder of this paper, we refer in general to a metamorphic relation R as the tuple of R, T , that is the combination of necessary property over the outputs for a specific MR and the transformation function T to generate follow-up test cases from source test cases. Therefore, a source test case S produces output P (x) for the system P with test input x. Using a metamorphic relation R, the follow-up test case F with test input T (x), where T is a transformation over the input x, can be generated. Due to the metamorphic relation over R (including T ), S, and F, the result P (T (x)) can be verified. Note that MRs are only partial properties, which means that only test cases which violate them, indicate the presence of faults in the system-under-test. Showing that the system satisfies a MR on any input or a test suite does not guarantee the absence of faults but increases our confidence in the system correctness. However, this issue concerns any software testing method, not only MT.
The transformation function T of a metamorphic relation R does not have to be a deterministic function, but is usually parameterized and can result in several different follow-up test cases from one source test case, depending on a parameter φ, which specifies the exact transformation to be applied. In many cases and the simplest implementation of metamorphic testing, φ is chosen from a random distribution and T produces a random follow-up test case. We use R φ to denote a metamorphic relation configured by φ, which makes it deterministic, and R for the general metamorphic relation, which might be non-stochastic if no additional configuration is possible.
Contextual Bandits
The selection of a test transformation to apply on a source test case is formalized as a multi-armed bandit problem with context information, also known as a contextual bandit [12, 13] . A contextual bandit acts in discrete iterations, where each iteration corresponds to the generation and execution of one follow-up test case. A bandit B has k arms, where every arm corresponds to the selection of one possible MR to generate the follow-up test case. In every iteration i, the bandit receives the context vector c i , which in our case describes the source test case.
The bandit then acts according to one or multiple policies π, which formalize the action selection, i.e. the decision making strategy. These policies are trained from external feedback about the success of previously made decisions. A policy is often realized by function approximation techniques, for example, multiple linear regression or neural networks. Additionally, an exploration strategy is used to try previously unexplored actions instead of following the policy only. The bandit chooses an arm (a i = π(c i )) and receives a reward, also called payoff, r i , which is the external feedback for this decision. As only one arm can be selected, there is also only feedback for the effect of this single arm a i . Afterwards, the bandit updates its policy from the observation (c i , a i , r i ). Updating the bandit works by adjusting a set of weights, such that the new set of weights better fits the previously made experiences and minimizes regret for historical decisions. The actual implementation of the weight update is dependent on the specific contextual bandits algorithm [14] and the learner used to approximate the policy, e.g. whether it is a form of linear regression or a non-linear neural network.
Our goal for the contextual bandit is to maximize the total payoff, i.e., the cumulative undiscounted reward over all iterations T i=1 r i . To achieve this goal and to identify highly rewarded actions, contextual bandit algorithms are designed to also minimize the regret. The regret of a bandit is the gap between the expected reward over a number of iterations when following one policy and the cumulative reward the agent actually receives over the same number of iterations [15] . As a smaller regret means to choose actions more closely to the highest possible payoff, minimizing the regret implies the maximization of the total payoff, but by maintaining the concept of regret also badly rewarded actions contribute to the improvement of the policy.
A challenge in the design of contextual bandits is to find a balance between exploration, i.e., evaluating the effect of rarely used actions, and exploitation, i.e., repeating those actions that showed to be effective before. This process is called the exploration-exploitation trade-off. To this extent, several exploration techniques have been developed as part of bandit algorithms. We introduce here two techniques which are useful in Adaptive Metamorphic Testing. Epsilon-greedy [16] decides to explore a random action with probability and with probability 1 − the current learned policy is used to select an action. The parameter ∈ [0, 1) is chosen by the user. A more advanced exploration strategy is online cover [14] . Instead of training a single policy, m different polices are trained to produce diverse behaviors. The exploration algorithm then chooses from those actions which have not been learned to perform bad, i.e., having high regret, in the current context. Again, m is a parameter to be chosen by the user.
Contextual bandits are related to Reinforcement Learning (RL) [16] . The main distinction between bandits and RL agents is, that bandits perceive each iteration as independent of the previous one [15] , i.e., the selected action does not affect the next context that is observed. In our scenario, the next test case is independent of the test transformation chosen for the previous test case. RL agents, however, are designed to operate over multiple subsequent iterations, where a chosen action influences the context in the next iteration. General RL agents could be applied by reducing the length of each scenario to one step, but our early experiments found contextual bandits to be more efficient.
Bandit algorithms have been successfully applied in a variety of domains, such as news article recommendation [17] , advertisement selection [18, 19] , statistical software testing [20] , constraint optimization [21, 22] , or real-time strategy games [23] . In this work, we apply contextual bandits to the selection and configuration of metamorphic relations in software testing.
Related Work
Metamorphic Testing (MT) has been applied to a variety of domains and applications, see [24, 2] for an in-depth overview. Successful application domains include testing of driverless cars [7] , search engines [8] , machine translation systems [25] , performance testing [26] , constraint solvers [27] or bioinformatics [9] . Previous works already focused on its automation, for example by exploring algorithms to specifically identify fault-revealing inputs [28] or performing an empirical study on selecting good Metamorphic Relations (MRs) [29] . Other works predict the applicability of a MR for a system [30, 31] . Based on source code traces, a classification model predicts which MRs of a given set can be applied. Due to the emergent success and usage of machine learning in different application areas, the verification and validation of these systems has received increasing attention. Several works approach testing machine learning systems based on software testing techniques, such as differential, multi-implementation [32] or mutation testing [33] .
Because testing machine learning systems, due to their stochastic nature, is affected by the oracle problem [3] , there has been work to especially apply MT for this purpose. Murphy 
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Return updated bandit for future test cycle MRs, that hold for a variety of machine learning algorithms [4] , and are shown to be effective [34] . Chan et al. further use MT to identify failures from passed test cases of classification models [35] . It has also been shown that MT can be used for deep learning-based applications, e.g., to test the classification of biological cells [5] . Dwarakanath et al. identify implementation faults in image classifiers [6] . [37] . However, Saha and Kanewala [38] recently evaluated the effectiveness of MRs for testing supervised classifiers based on mutations of the system-under-test. They found that the detection rates for the used MRs of previous studies are limited when generating a large set of mutants.
Adaptive Metamorphic Testing
Overview
In this section, we introduce Adaptive Metamorphic Testing (AMT) with contextual bandits. Our method is based on a test transformation bandit that learns to select follow-up test cases from a set of applicable metamorphic test cases. Algorithm 1 shows an overview of the main steps of AMT. At the core of AMT, a contextual bandit receives a description of the source test case. Based on this context vector, the bandit selects an action, which resembles a MR, and the configuration of this transformation. Both are applied to generate a follow-up test case. After generating the follow-up test case, the system-under-test is executed and the test result evaluated according to the MR acceptance criterion. The method can be directly deployed without any pre-training step. However, during the first iterations, MR selection is partly random to gather initial experiences about the different MRs effectiveness and their potential payoffs, when applied to the available source test cases. After several iterations have been performed, the bandit learns to focus on MRs, which are most likely to reveal faults. Nevertheless, the bandit continues to explore among the MRs, i.e., it sometimes chooses MRs which do not promise the highest payoff. This is important to adjust to changes in the system-under-test as well as to gather additional information about the effect of MRs in different contexts.
Definition 4 (Adaptive Metamorphic Testing). Let P be an implementation of a target algorithm f with T S being its test suite; let M be a set of metamorphic relations applicable on T S and let B be a contextual bandit. Adaptive Metamorphic Testing (AMT) is an iterative variant of metamorphic testing and involves the following steps at each iteration:
1. A test case S is (randomly) selected from the test suite T S and executed to obtain its output P (S). 2. The bandit B selects a MR R based on the context features of S.
3.
Construct one or more follow-up test cases F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F k according to R and obtain their respective outputs P (F 1 ), P (F 2 ), . . . , P (F k )). 4. Examine the results with reference to R. If R is not satisfied, then this MR has revealed that P is faulty. 5. Report the results of the execution back to B for adaptation of the learning algorithm.
The arm selection of the bandit, i.e., the selection of a metamorphic relation R with its parameters is handled by a hierarchy of contextual bandits using the context features c at each iteration of the algorithm.
On the highest level, the main contextual bandit B selects one MR R from the set of supported MRs. Afterwards another action-specific contextual bandit B R is queried, using the same context information as the main bandit, for the configuration parameter φ:
If the metamorphic relation does not require additional configuration, the second step is skipped. The MR R φ can then be used to generate a follow-up test case for the current iteration. After test execution, both bandits B and B R are trained from the received feedback. Tetraband consists of one main contextual bandit plus one additional contextual bandit for each configurable MR.
Adaptive Metamorphic Testing is independent of the application domain or the implementation or else the specific MRs that can be applied. It only takes as inputs a set of MRs, the system-under-test, a set of test cases, and a user-defined parameter corresponding to the maximum number of iterations to run. As output, the method returns a trained bandit B which has learned to select the MRs which have the greatest chances to detect faults in the system-under-test.
Components
Adaptive Metamorphic Testing requires only a few system-specific components. In the following, we will discuss each of these components.
Extract Context Features
To be able to select an appropriate MR, which is likely to reveal a fault, for a source test case, it is mandatory to provide relevant context information about the source test case to the contextual bandit. This context is represented as a feature vector, which is a real-valued vector of fixed size n. The function receives the source test case as input and returns the feature vector: ExtractContextF eatures : S → R n .
The context information holds distinct information about the test case that allows the bandit to decide for its manipulation. That is, it should include information about those test characteristics that can be affected by the metamorphic relations. How the feature vector is formed, is a domain-specific problem and requires some degree of domain knowledge. For example, when testing scientific software for matrix calculations [29] , the features should describe the characteristics of the original input matrix to select which transformation is applied. In our experiments, which are based on testing computer vision problems, we rely on common feature modeling used in machine learning for computer vision, such as using a pre-trained neural network to extract image features.
Select Bandit Arm
The selection of the appropriate MR is mostly handled by the internal contextual bandit algorithm and does not have to be individually implemented for a new system-under-test. The main bandit selects the MR and, if necessary, the action-specific bandit for this MR selects the parameter to configure the MR. Nevertheless, the configuration of the contextual bandit influences the performance of the system and should be adjusted, depending on the number of available MRs and the robustness of the SUT. This allows us to focus on exploiting MR, that reveal faults in the system or to broadly explore the effects of many different MRs.
The most important configuration parameter to adjust is the exploration rate, i.e., how often does the bandit choose a different action than the most promising one. Using a high exploration rate, more different combinations of test cases and systems are explored, which is relevant to detect new faults in the system and extend the coverage of different tests. A lower exploration rate exploits combinations of tests and MRs, that have been observed to fail before. Traditionally, Metamorphic Testing often creates follow-up test cases at random, which corresponds to a maximal exploration rate here.
Exploitation is relevant when repeatedly testing the system, e.g., in continuous integration settings, or when trying to understand the weaknesses of the system for a certain group of MRs. Still, it is not only desired to exploit known weaknesses, but broad coverage of the system behavior is desired for higher test confidence. If the behavior of the system changes, because it is becoming more robust to previously effective MRs, the bandit learns this and can adjust its selection for future iterations. Conclusively, compared to other applications of contextual bandits, where especially exploitation of known good actions is in focus, exploration is more prominent in Adaptive Metamorphic Testing to broadly test the system behavior.
Transform, Execute and Evaluate
The selected MR and its configuration transform the source test case into a follow-up test case. That test case is then executed and the test verdict is evaluated according to the MR. These core steps of Adaptive Metamorphic Testing are similar to those required in traditional MT.
Update Bandit
After the follow-up test case has been executed and the results have been evaluated, the bandit's policy is updated. This requires information about the initial context feature vector, the chosen MR and its configuration, and the test verdict. The update routine updates the expected reward for this MR in the same or similar contexts for future encounters, which will then be used to make the same or a different decision. The exact update routine is specific to contextual bandit algorithm and its configuration and we refer to the corresponding literature for its description.
Nevertheless, choosing the appropriate reward for a failed test case has to be done while adjusting the bandit for a new system to test. In most scenarios, where the goal is to find the most fault-revealing MRs, as described below in Section 4.1, the reward is the same for every failing test case. However, if the bandit has the goal to identify certain properties of the SUT, it can be necessary to propose a different reward structure, that depends on the selected MR. This second scenario is further described in Section 5.3.
Application Scenarios of Adaptive Metamorphic Testing
Contextual bandits are powerful to explore the effects of the MRs in different contexts, but can also exploit the gathered experiences to subsequently focus on those relations, that are most likely to reveal faults. From these properties, we identify two application scenarios of Adaptive Metamorphic Testing, that we discuss further and evaluate as part of the case studies.
Fault-Revealing MR Selection
The first application of Adaptive Metamorphic Testing is the selection of metamorphic relations which are prone to reveal faults in the system-under-test. In cases where the MR has parameters, an additional contextual bandit is responsible to select these parameters, as described before. This application, we refer to it as fault-revealing MR selection, steers MT towards greater effectiveness when there are many MRs available and not sufficient resource to apply them all. In this application, all MRs are considered independent from each other. Accordingly, the achievable reward received for revealing a fault is identical for all MRs.
Robustness Boundaries
The second application uses the exploration/exploitation trade-off of contextual bandits to identify robustness boundaries of the software under test. With robust boundaries, we focus on MRs whose effect can be adjusted by user-defined parameters, especially those with continuous or a range of discrete values, that control the distance between source and follow-up test case. As an example taken from the case studies, while testing an image analysis system, one possible transformation is to rotate the image, where the degree of rotation is a user-defined parameter. If the system is susceptible to treat wrongly rotated images, it is likely that large rotations, e.g. by 90 degrees, are more likely to cause mistakes than smaller rotations.
(a) Image Classification Example (from ImageNet [42] ). The goal is to assign a single class label to the image, e.g. toucan here. [43] ). The goal is to identify and categorize objects by drawing a bounding box and assigning a class label. By identifying the robust boundaries, information can be inferred about the trade-off between acceptable transformations and exceedingly strong manipulations, which gives both a robustness characteristic as well as a starting point for a more curated set of requirements on the system-under-test.
Experimental Evaluation
Case Studies
We consider two case studies to evaluate our tool Tetraband. Both case studies come from the field of digital image processing, where deep learning methods commonly represent the state-of-the-art approaches.
Previous work for testing image processing applications has considered random and metamorphic testing [39, 40] , but focused on the evaluation of handcrafted image processing applications, whereas we focus in our case studies especially on machine learning-based computer vision systems. The existing studies focus on testing basic functionality of the system by generating random images and transforming them using a set of transformations, different to our approach where we base on an existing dataset of images from the domain that the ML model has been trained on. We furthermore especially focus on the selection of good MRs. Xu et al. recently presented another use case for metamorphic relations in image classification applications beyond testing [41] . Their work uses metamorphic relations, based on separation and occlusion, to augment the training data and fine-tune the model.
We select two common and widely research applications of the field [11] , namely image classification and object detection. In both case studies, we identify fault-revealing MRs and robustness boundaries against configurable image transformations. In the following, we introduce the two case studies and their setup, the considered MRs, discuss the configuration of Tetraband, and present the experimental results and discuss our findings.
Image Processing Applications
We describe two case studies where testing image processing systems is necessary (see Figure 1 ). In the first case study, an image classification system is tested. The second case study focuses on an object detection application.
Image Classification
An image classification task, also image recognition, has the goal to identify the object shown in an image, e.g., assign the image to one of a fixed number of classes. Since 2012, the state-of-the-art method for image classification, among other image analysis tasks, are deep neural networks, such as residual neural networks (ResNets) [44] or SqueezeNet [45] .
In our case study, we test a SqueezeNet model, which has been initially trained on the ImageNet dataset [42] and then fine-tuned for the 10 classes of the CIFAR-10 dataset [46] . For testing the model, we use the CIFAR-10 test set, which consists of 10, 000 labeled images.
Following the metamorphic relation between source and follow-up test case, we consider a test as failed, if the transformed image leads to a different classification result than the original image. The correctness of the original class prediction does not influence the test result, because the bandit does not know the initial model performance. Instead, the bandit aims to select transformations, that affect the outcome in a fault-revealing manner compared to the original output. Nevertheless, for testing the system, we monitor also the accuracy of the system for correctly classifying the images, but we do not use this information as feedback for the test transformation bandit.
Object Detection
Object detection is a generalization of the image classification task in the sense, that there can be multiple objects on a single image. Besides assigning classes to these objects, it is also necessary to provide bounding boxes around the location of each object. This means that the output of an object detection model consists of a class label and four coordinates for the bounding box for each detected object. Object detection systems employ deep neural networks of a similar, but extended, architecture compared to image classification systems.
The system to test in this case study is a pre-trained object detection model, based on the open source TensorFlow Object Detection API 1 [47] . In particular, we test an implementation of a single shot multibox detector (SSD) [43] with a feature pyramid network (FPN) [48] , based on a ResNet-50 network [44] . We refer the reader to the given references for an in-depth overview of the models. We see the system to test here as a black box. However, briefly said, the model detects objects in images with a single neural network by assigning one of multiple predefined box sizes, their size adjustment and classification scores at the same time. By reducing the complexity to a single neural network, it is a fast model for real-time object detection, that achieves state-of-the-art performance. The used model was trained on Microsoft COCO dataset [49] and is available within the Object Detection API. 2 For testing, we use 5, 000 images from the validation set of the MS COCO challenge 2017 as source test cases. We apply the same input transformations on the images as in the image classification case study and as described in Section 5.3. Because each image annotation consists of an additional bounding box per object in the image, the metamorphic relations are extended to transformation also on the bounding boxes. For example, rotating the image rotates the bounding box of the object to match the rotated object, and flipping the image from left to right also flips the positions of the bounding boxes in the image (see the next Section 5.3 for an introduction of the applied transformations). Furthermore, we consider the different evaluation metrics for object detection tasks. In image classification, the result is easily verified by comparing the estimated class with the ground truth class. In object detection, it is necessary to evaluate the overlapping regions between the estimated bounding boxes and the ground truth, which is called the intersection-over-union (IoU), in addition to the class label of each box:
where A are the proposed pixels from the object detection model and B is the ground-truth from the dataset. If the IoU value exceeds a certain threshold, the object is counted as correctly detected. We follow the evaluation guidelines from the MS COCO challenge and compare the results for the mean average precision (mAP), which is calculated over all objects in an image and the average of different IoU thresholds 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, . . . , 0.95, for both the original and the transformed image. If the mAP of the transformed image is below the original mAP minus a performance reduction of 0.05, which is close to 10% of the average model performance, we interpret the test case as failed. 
Metamorphic Relations and Rewards
In the case studies of this paper, we use tests where the input is an image and the output is a classification of this image to recognize certain objects. The considered MRs are all related to image transformations, e.g. mirroring or rotating, under the property that the results of image classification and object detection do not change, i.e., the MR defines equality of the outputs, while the input is transformed.
In most cases, these transformations must only not modify the class of these images. However, in object detection, some transformations of images which impact object location markers entail similar transformation over the outputs. Here, the MR defines a relation between the outputs that is similar to the transformation of the input.
We select seven common image transformations among all possible transformations as MRs, some of which have been in used in previous work on metamorphic testing for image analysis methods [39, 37] . Among these MRs, two are configurable by an additional parameter φ. These transformations are the following: The reward for the main MRs is set up such that a failed test case is rewarded with 1 and a passed test case with 0, independent of which MR was selected. For the action-specific bandits, which select the MR parameters for Rotation and Shear, the reward structure is designed to encourage the selection of the smallest failing parameters. Therefore, the smallest parameter of −5 respectively 5 degrees receives a reward of 10000, if revealing a fault. For each additional step, the reward is divided by two. Thereby, choosing a smaller parameter value has always higher payoff than a larger rotation, if successful. 
Implementation
We implemented Adaptive Metamorphic Testing in a tool called Tetraband. Our implementation package is available at http://github.com/helges/tetraband (available before camera-ready). The software is implemented in Python 2.7 and it is structured into two main components, as shown in Figure 3 .
One component provides the SUTs used in our case studies, i.e. the image classification and object detection systems. These SUTs are encapsulated via the OpenAI Gym 3 interface [50] . Having separate, standardized environments allows easier reproduction of the experiments and their usage in other work. Their functionality includes the feature extraction for each SUT, as well as the application of the available MRs. The metamorphic relations for image manipulation are realized with the imgaug library (version 0.2.6) for image augmentation. 4 Further details for the setup of the SUTs are given in the description of the case studies in Section 5.2.
The second component is Tetraband itself, our implementation of AMT. It is mostly an adaptation of a contextual bandit as the main actor, using the machine learning library Vowpal Wabbit 8.6.1. 5 Additionally, we include a random baseline agent, that uniformly picks an arbitrary MR and configuration.
The contextual bandits use the doubly robust policy evaluation algorithm for learning and action selection [51] . Exploration is performed through a combination of epsilon-greedy exploration, where it chooses a random action in 10 % of the iterations, and online cover exploration [14] with three policies. The policy itself is approximated by a feed-forward artificial neural network with a single hidden layer with 16 neurons. We choose a moderately high exploration rate, because we do not only want the bandits to converge on few single actions that repeatedly provide high payoff, but we also want to learn about the effectiveness of other actions. An important aspect of contextual bandits is, that the exploration is not reduced or disabled after training, but stays active. This helps to re-use the bandit to test the SUT repeatedly, e.g. in Continuous Integration, because it can adapt to changing behaviors in the SUT.
Experimental Setup
At each iteration, the source test case is formed by an input image and its annotations from the data set. The context feature vector is extracted through an additional neural network [52] , that processes the image and returns a feature vector of 512 floating-point numbers. The network is a pre-trained ResNet-18 network [44] from the PyTorch Torchvision model zoo. 6 The final layer, that outputs the identified image class, has been removed and the output of the previous layer is used as the feature vector. We have also experimented with perceptual image hashing for feature extraction but did not find the hash value expressive enough.
Fault-Revealing Metamorphic Relations
The first experiment focuses on identifying general weaknesses in the system, i.e. identifying which metamorphic relations are fault-revealing for the system-under-test.
The bandit can freely choose from the nine transformations described in Section 5.3 and their reward structure. A test case is failed if the transformed image is classified differently than the source image.
Robustness Boundaries
The second experiment takes two specific transformations and learns the robustness boundaries of the SUT for these transformations. As the robustness boundary, we describe the parameterization of the transformation which changes the source test case as little as possible, but is most likely to reveal a fault.
For evaluation, we use the two parameterized MRs that are already used in the other experiments, i.e. Rotation and Shear transformation. For both MRs the same parameter space as described in Section 5.3 is kept. The main difference in this experiment is that the focus lies on a single MR and its parameterization. This allows to specifically examine weaknesses of the SUT towards one transformation and learn about its robustness.
Experimental Results
For each case study, we have performed two experiments, that is identifying fault-revealing MRs and robustness boundaries. Each run consists of one pass over the full training set, i.e. 10,000 iterations for image classification and 5,000 iterations for object detection. For each of the experiments, we show the mean result of 10 runs with different random seeds. Our findings underline the effectiveness of Tetraband for controlling the metamorphic testing process in software testing, especially for testing machine learning systems.
Effectiveness of Metamorphic Relations on Image Classification
Before the evaluation of Tetraband, we first analyze the effectiveness of the selected MRs for our experiments on the image classification dataset, i.e. CIFAR-10. We aim to understand whether there are different effects of different MRs and how they affect certain classes of images. To this end, all MRs were applied on all images of the dataset, which we refer to in the other experiments as the baseline reference, and the changes in the predicted classes are observed. Table 1 shows the percentage of images in a class that are affected by a MR, such that they are wrongly classified afterwards. CIFAR-10 consists of ten classes of images, printed as column names. The effectiveness of the image transformations varies between both MRs and image classes. The MR Flip U/D is an example of a particularly effective transformation, which affects over 50% of the images in the test set. However, when noting the different classes in the dataset, all images have a clear vertical orientation and the flipped image of the objects is unlikely to occur in the dataset, for example for automobiles where 74.6% of the images are misclassified. Images of frogs or airplanes, where the perspectives of the images vary more naturally are less affected, but still to a moderately high degree compared to other MRs. This is different for the MR Flip L/R where the horizontal orientation is reversed, which corresponds to a variation that is already included in the training data and therefore is the least effective MR. Other MRs identify stronger differences between classes. Converting the image to grayscale has little effect for airplanes or ships, which commonly have few distinct features related to color, but large effects for birds or dogs, where colors are more distinctive characteristics.
Conclusively, from the experiment using the image classification dataset, we see different effects per MR and image, which underlines the motivation to learn which MRs are effective for a particular image. 
Fault-Revealing Metamorphic Relations
Case Study 1: Image Classification
In our first case study, which is an image classification ML model, the goal of the bandit is to select a MR which leads to a different classification of the transformed image compared to the original image of the source test case. While we looked at the true classes of the source images in the previous initial experiment, we only consider the change of the predicted class from source to follow-up test case in this experiment. This approach focuses on the consistency of outputs for different variants of the same input image, i.e., the follow-up test cases. The actual true label is not as relevant in this case, as it is unlikely to find one MR which transforms the image consistently in a way that the correct label is predicted. Additionally, the accuracy, i.e., the correctness of the outputs is usually already tested during or after the training of the model. Focusing on the difference between outputs for source and follow-up test cases furthermore allows to extend the set of source test cases from unlabelled datasets, making it easier to enlarge the system's test suite.
For the nine main transformations, Figure 4a shows the distribution of the failure rate for each MR. We compare the failure rate of follow-up test cases generated via Tetraband to the true failure rate for the set of source test cases. These ground-truth results form our baseline and are determined by applying all available MRs to all source test cases in an exhaustive search. While this exhaustive search covers all possible follow-up test cases, it is time-and resource-intense compared to adaptive metamorphic testing and not ideally suited for repeated testing. We have therefore considered the random selection of a MR, such as it is common in traditional metamorphic testing, as the baseline for computational cost and resource consumption. Conclusively, to discuss the quality of the selected MRs with Tetraband, we use exhaustive search as the baseline. The evaluation of computational cost, including random selection as a baseline method, is discussed separately in Section 6.2.3.
The failure rate estimates how often the image classifier changes its prediction after the MR was applied to the source image. Ideally, a perfectly-trained image classification model should not show any change and the failure rates should be zeroed whatever be the selected MR.
Generally speaking, the failure rate distribution shows different impact for different MRs. The least fault-revealing MR is the one that mirrors images over the middle vertical axis, i.e., flip left and right. This transformation is most likely to be found in the training datasets for the image classifier. Often the image is either symmetric by itself, like a human face or body, or included together with another image of the same object but taken from a different angle, showing a symmetric profile. Other MRs are more effective to reveal faults in the image classifier, which is related to the disturbance impact they have on the original image. They often represent transformations that could be expected in real-world applications and should be covered by a robust image classification system. As seen from the baseline experiment, the most faultrevealing MR identified by Tetraband showed to be flipping the image upside-down, i.e., mirroring on the middle of the horizontal axis. This is within expectations, as it results in an image, which is unlikely to be represented in the distribution of training images, e.g., an image of a car is likely to be shown with its wheels The performance of Tetraband closely approximates the distribution of the MRs for the baseline results and exceeds them for all MRs, except Rotation where the failure rate is close to the baseline failure rate. The reason for the lower failure rate is related to the necessary exploration to select an appropriate parameter to rotate the source image. Due to the large number of parameters from −90 to 90 the bandit exploration had to take ineffective actions to learn, which leads to an initially lower failure rate. However, longer runtime and more iterations over the dataset will further increase the failure rate as the bandit algorithm can focus more on exploitation than exploration.
The failure distribution for the different parameters of the MRs Rotation and Shear are shown in Figure 4b and Figure 4c . The bandit effectively picks the appropriate degree of rotation to closely resemble the true error distribution. The only exception are the largest degrees of rotation, where the selection does not completely approximate the true distribution. However, due to our reward structure, the agent is encouraged to focus on minimal rotations in the images that lead to some misclassification. Especially in the range between −45 and 45 degrees the parameter selection is appropriate, which indicates the successful convergence towards the most revealing parameter for image rotation.
In the Shear transformation, Tetraband was less effective to smoothly approximate the true error distribution, but broadly follows its shape. Here, we observe that due to the lower general failure rate of the MR, there are fewer changes for successful exploration of the parameter space than for the Rotation MR. Accordingly, the approximation of the parameter distribution for Shear is not as close as for Rotation, but still follows the general distribution. 
Case Study 2: Object Detection
The second case study application is the object detection neural network. Similar to the presentation of the first case study, Figure 5 show the results of the object detection case study. As a first main difference, the results show a higher failure rate for object detection, with over 70% failure rate for four of nine MRs. The ranking of MRs is similar but applying the Shear MR with parameter selection is more efficient here than in the image classification case study, where the Invert MR showed a higher failure rate, and Rotation is the most effective MR. The MRs Flip L/R, Blur and Grayscale have the lowest failure rate, i.e., the model is most robust to these changes. However, while the total failure rate is higher, the case study itself is more difficult as the dataset on which we apply Tetraband is smaller and only consists of 5000 images, which means the overall process takes half of the iterations of the image classification case study. This difference explains the approximation difference for some of the main MRs in comparison to the baseline failure rates.
For the two MRs Rotation and Shear the approximation quality for the additional parameter is similar to the image classification results. For Rotation, the distribution is close to the true distribution of the baseline results, related to the high overall failure rate for this MR and its corresponding higher selection and thereby better exploration opportunities. The Shear parameters match the true distribution less closely in this case study, which is also related to the higher general effectiveness of this MR for the object detection dataset.
In general, the results of the object detection case study confirm the results of the image classification case study while at the same time respecting the higher difficulty of fewer iterations, due to which the failure rate of the main MRs is close to the true failure rate, but does not exceed it after the given number of iterations.
Computational Cost and Random Selection
From the previous experiments, we have evaluated the effectiveness of Tetraband for selecting faultrevealing MRs in image classification and object detection systems. However, we did not consider the computational cost of introducing machine learning in the MT process or compared Tetraband to the commonly used approach of randomly selecting MRs and their parameters. In this experiment, we analyze common characteristics for both case studies, which consider the computational cost of introduced contextual bandits and the additional learning step in the MR process. We further briefly discuss another comparison method, that more closely resembles the state-of-practice in MT, which is to perform random selection of MRs and their parameters. Running Tetraband is computationally cheaper and more sample-efficient than the exhaustive search that we consider as a baseline. While the exhaustive search considers all MRs with all different parameters for Rotation and Shear, in total 59 different executions, Tetraband selects one MR and one parameter per iteration. In addition to the application of the MR and the execution of the SUT, Tetraband has a small computational overhead for selecting the MR and its parameter and learning from the received feedback. The average duration per iteration in the image classification case study is 0.1s using Tetraband and 0.06s when using a random MR and not learning from feedback. For object detection, the average duration is 0.63s with learning and 0.56s without, here the main computation lies in the object detection neural network. The overhead for training the contextual bandit could be further reduced by moving the learning step outside the main processing loop; however, we argue that in a practical application the overhead is negligible due to the lower number of executions and the availability of highly optimized contextual bandit implementations.
We also considered a random selection of MRs and their parameters. At each iteration, a random MR is sampled uniformly instead of using the bandit selection. This selection is less efficient as Tetraband. Using Tetraband, the accuracy of the image classifier is reduced from 96.6% for the unmodified images to 54.0% for the images modified by the selected MRs. With random selection, the accuracy for the modified images remains at 72.9%, which is a substantial reduction, but not as high as Tetraband. In object detection, the precision is reduced from 54.3% to 23.1% with Tetraband and to 36.3% with random selection. Due to the lower general effectiveness of random selection, we do not further discuss its results in detail.
Robustness Boundaries
As a second experiment and application of Tetraband to learning MR selection, we aim to find the robustness boundaries of the case study systems against different degrees of image rotations and shearing. We show the results for both case study applications in Figure 6 for image classification and Figure 7 for object detection. The experimental results mostly confirm the inherent hypothesis, also following the previous results from the first experiments, that larger modifications of the source test case lead to a higher failure rate of the follow-up test case. This is true for both case study applications, but the extent to which the effect applies varies with the object detection system being much more susceptible to images rotated even only by small degrees. At the same time, we confirm that a larger number of iterations allows better exploration and approximation of the true error distribution. Where the parameter distribution in the previous experiments showed divergence, mostly for larger parameter values, the focus on the specific MRs in this experiment allows sufficient exploration and good approximation.
The results for image classification clearly show the effect, that larger rotations of the original image are more likely to cause a different classification (see Figure 6a ). Here, the bandit does not only learn to select the largest rotation, but does accurately approximate the distribution of true faults as given by the exhaustive baseline search. Our results show, that for more than 10% of the source test cases a rotation of at least 10 degrees leads to a different image classification. When considering real-world scenarios for the application of image classification systems, a rotation of 10 degrees can easily happen due to tilt or shifts in either the camera or due to external influences on the actual object. For object detection, an interpretation of the results needs to consider two aspects, which lead to the conclusion that the results can not be directly compared to the image classification case study. First, the original SUT already has lower performance for the original data set than the image classification SUT. When considering the system to be more imprecise for unmodified data, than it is also likely to be more fragile for modified data. Second, the evaluation metric used, mean average precision, is more fragile than the metric used for image classification. The results show the fragility of the object detection system, as well as the capability to learn to approximate this error distribution over transforming each of the 5000 source test case images only once.
Discussion
For both case studies in our experiments, our results showed the effectiveness of contextual bandits, as part of Tetraband, to adapt to a prior unknown error distribution in two different case study applications, based on two different neural network architectures and tasks.
From the results, we draw two major conclusions. First, we see a confirmation for the applicability of Tetraband for selecting metamorphic relations using contextual bandits (i.e., Adaptive Metamorphic Testing), as is shown by the close approximation of the true error distribution with limited iterations. Second, our tests reveal robustness weaknesses in the two systems-under-test. Weaknesses in neural networks have been addressed before and are an active research area [53, 54, 55] . The research under the area of adversarial examples focuses on finding input perturbations that lead to misbehavior of the model with only minimal or hard-to-detect changes in the input. This approach is different from the setting of our experiment. We select distinct and known image transformations to modify the image without the goal to hide the transformation, which often is the intent of an adversarial example.
Conclusion
This paper introduces Adaptive Metamorphic Testing (AMT), a method to control metamorphic testing using contextual bandits. AMT receives a feature vector representing the source test case and selects a MR to generate a follow-up test case. From the result of evaluating the follow-up test case, whether it reveals a fault, the bandit learns which MRs can be used to exploit weaknesses in the system. At the same time, using state-of-the-art algorithms for contextual bandits, AMT exploits non-optimal actions to learn about before unknown weaknesses and adapt to changing behavior in repeated testing of the same system.
We have evaluated the applicability of AMT using our implementation Tetraband on two image analysis case studies in two distinct tasks. For both case studies, our results showed that Tetraband approximates the true distribution of faults in the SUT with fewer iterations and executions of the SUT than an exhaustive search and more efficiently than random sampling of MRs and their parameters, which is the common best practice. Tetraband learns to select fault-revealing MRs in relation to the source test case while ignoring nonrelevant MRs. Furthermore, in the second experiment, Tetraband proved to be effective for the identification of robustness boundaries, that is exploring the parameterization of individual MRs, which have different impacts on the SUT. Our experiment explored how different degrees of rotation and shear affected the classification result of the transformed image.
In conclusion, AMT is effective for selecting MRs and is more time-efficient than exhaustive testing and more effective than the standard approach of pure random sampling. We see the method to be useful in repeated testing scenarios, such as continuous integration, where regression of the SUT can be tested from an initial knowledge about previous fault characteristics. For future work, we plan to investigate the combination of multiple MRs to create follow-up test cases instead of selecting only one MR per iteration.
